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An Introduction to Islamic Law - Wael B. Hallaq
2009-07-09
The study of Islamic law can be a forbidding
prospect for those entering the field for the first
time. Wael Hallaq, a leading scholar and
practitioner of Islamic law, guides students
through the intricacies of the subject in this
absorbing introduction. The first half of the book
is devoted to a discussion of Islamic law in its
pre-modern natural habitat. The second part
explains how the law was transformed and
ultimately dismantled during the colonial period.
In the final chapters, the author charts recent
developments and the struggles of the Islamists
to negotiate changes which have seen the law
emerge as a primarily textual entity focused on
fixed punishments and ritual requirements. The
book, which includes a chronology, a glossary of
key terms, and lists of further reading, will be
the first stop for those who wish to understand
the fundamentals of Islamic law, its practices
and history.
Indonesian Women in a Changing Society - E.
Kristi Poerwandari 2005
Sharia and Social Engineering - R. Michael
Feener 2013-12
Arguing for new consideration of calls for
implementation of Islamic law as projects of
future-oriented social transformation, this book
presents a richly-textured critical overview of
the day-to-day workings of one of the most
complex experiments with the implementation of
Islamic law in the contemporary world - that of
post-tsunami Aceh.
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Indonesia, Law and Society - Timothy Lindsey
2008
Since the first edition, Indonesia has undergone
massive political and legal change as part of its
post-Soeharto reform process and its dramatic
transition to democracy. This work contains 25
new chapters and the 4 surviving chapters have
all been revised, where necessary. Indonesia:
Law and Society now covers a broad range of
legal fields and includes both historical and very
up-to-date analyses and views on Indonesian
legal issues. It includes work by leading scholars
from a wide range of countries. There is still no
comparable, English language text in existence.
Women and International Human Rights Law Gayatri H. Patel 2019-12-18
This book presents the findings of the first
comprehensive study on the most recent and
most unique and innovative method of
monitoring international human rights law at the
United Nations. Since its existence, there has
yet to be a complete and comprehensive book
solely dedicated to exploring the Universal
Periodic Review (UPR) process. Women and
International Human Rights Law provides a
much-needed insight to what the process is, how
it operates in practice, and whether it meets its
fundamental aim of promoting the universality of
all human rights. The book addresses the topics
with regard to international human rights law
and will be of interest to researchers,
academics, and students interested in the
monitoring and implementation of international
human rights law at the United Nations. In
addition, it will form supplementary reading for
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those students studying international human
rights law on undergraduate programmes and
will also appeal to academics and students with
interests in political sciences and international
relations.
Military Review - 2006
Faithful to Secularism - David T. Buckley
2017-03-14
Religion and democracy can make tense
bedfellows. Secular elites may view religious
movements as conflict-prone and incapable of
compromise, while religious actors may fear that
anticlericalism will drive religion from public
life. Yet such tensions are not inevitable: from
Asia to Latin America, religious actors coexist
with, and even help to preserve, democracy. In
Faithful to Secularism, David T. Buckley argues
that political institutions that encourage an
active role for public religion are a key part in
explaining this variation. He develops the
concept of "benevolent secularism" to describe
institutions that combine a basic division of
religion and state with extensive room for
participation of religious actors in public life. He
traces the impact of benevolent secularism on
religious and secular elites, both at critical
junctures in state formation and as politics
evolves over time. Buckley shows how religious
and secular actors build credibility and shared
norms over time, and explains how such
coalitions can endure challenges from both
religious revivals and periods of anticlericalism.
Faithful to Secularism tests this institutional
theory in Ireland, Senegal, and the Philippines,
using a blend of archival, interview, and public
opinion data. These case studies illustrate how
even countries with an active religious majority
can become and remain faithful to secularism.
International Law and Islamic Law MashoodA. Baderin 2017-07-05
The relationship between modern international
law and Islamic law has raised many theoretical
and practical questions that cannot be ignored in
the contemporary study and understanding of
both international law and Islamic law. The
significance and relevance of this relationship in
both academic and practical terms, especially
after the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001,
is now well understood. Recent international
events in particular corroborate the need for a
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better understanding of the relationship
between contemporary international law and
Islamic law and how their interaction can be
explored and improved to enhance modern
international relations and international law. The
articles reproduced in this volume examine the
issues of General Principles of International
Law, International Use of Force, International
Humanitarian Law, International Terrorism,
International Protection of Diplomats,
International Environmental and Water Law,
Universality of Human Rights, Women's Rights,
Rights of the Child, Rights of Religious
Minorities, and State Practice. The essays have
been carefully selected to reflect, as much as
possible, the different Islamic perspectives on
each of these aspects of international law.
Legal Pluralism in Muslim Contexts Norbert Oberauer 2019-05-20
Emphasising an empirical research to
contemporary legal pluralist settings in Muslim
contexts, the present collected volume
contributes to a deepened understanding of
legal pluralist issues and realities through
comparative examination. This approach reveals
some common features, such as the relevance of
Islamic law in power struggles and in the
construction of (state or national) identities,
strategies of coping with coexisting sets of legal
norms by the respective agents, or public
debates about the risks induced by the
recognition of religious institutions in migrant
societies. At the same time, the studies
contained in this volume reveal that legal
pluralist settings often reflect very specific
historical and social constellations, which
demands caution towards any generalisation.
Islamic Law in Malaysia - Adnan Trakic
2021-03-16
This book examines the challenges of the
implementation of Islamic law in Malaysia.
Malaysia is a pertinent jurisdiction to explore
such challenges given its global focus, colonial
history and institutions, and the intersection of
the Shari’ah and secularism/multiculturalism.
The resultant implementation challenges are
underpinned by three factors that make
Malaysia an important jurisdiction for those
interested in understanding the place of Islamic
law in the global context. First, Malaysia is often
considered as a model Islamic country. Islamic
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law is a source of law in Malaysia. The Islamic
law legal system in Malaysia operates in parallel
with a common law legal system. The two
systems of law generally are in harmony with
one another. Nevertheless, occasional crossjurisdictional issues do arise, and when they do,
the Malaysian judiciary has been quite efficient
in solving them. The Malaysian experience in
maintaining such harmony between the two
legal systems provides lessons for a number of
countries facing such challenges. Second,
Malaysia has a developed Shari’ah court system
that interprets and applies Islamic law
predominantly based on the Shafi’i school of
thought. While, for the most part, the approach
has been successful, there have been times
when the implementation of the law has raised
concerns as to the compatibility of Islamic law
with modern principles of human rights and
common law-based values. Third, there have
been cases where Islamic law implementation in
Malaysia has gained global attention due to the
potential for wider international implications. To
do justice to this complex area, the book calls on
scholars and practitioners who have the
necessary expertise in Islamic law and its
implementation. As such, this book provides
lessons and direction for other countries that
operate a dual system of secular and Islamic
laws.
Women and Law - Kalpana Kannabiran
2013-08-30
How should we approach the problem of
“women and law”? Should the focus be on
women-centred laws and their efficacy? Or
should the focus be, instead, on the ways in
which the law imagines women and the ways in
which women have engaged with the
law—spilling beyond fields traditionally
associated with the phrase “women and law”?
And how does violence figure in all these?
Women and Law, a compilation of 11 insightful
essays, examines these questions and a range of
concerns—domestic violence, employment and
labour, anti-discrimination jurisprudence, family
laws, access to forest and land rights, the right
to health, the complexities in the intersection of
women’s rights with disability rights and
women’s experiences of repressive legislation
such as TADA. This volume attempts at a fresh
mapping of the field of women and law from an
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interdisciplinary perspective and presents the
work of activists, lawyers and scholars in
conversation.
African Law Review - 1992
Sharia and Women's Rights in Afghanistan Anastasiya Hozyainova 2014
Women's rights in Afghanistan have been
supported and championed by Afghan and
international advocates and organizations since
2002. Substantial progress has been made, but
the women's rights movement faces an uncertain
future in the wake of the 2014 international
troop withdrawals. In addition to the potential
for decreased financial and public support from
international actors, women's rights advocates
face the challenge of collaborating with a
national government that has been mistrusted by
the Afghan people while trying to promote
norms and laws that often contradict deeply held
community traditions. This report draws on
numerous in-country interviews, discussions and
debates to explore a way forward for women's
rights in Afghanistan: promoting women's rights
through an Islamic framework. Women's rights
groups have increasingly been using Shariabased arguments and working with religious
leaders to give arguments for stronger women's
rights protections more legitimacy. Greater
understanding of how Islamic legal literacy,
scholarship and dialogue might help protect
women's rights in the coming difficult period is
crucial.
Doubt in Islamic Law - Intisar A. Rabb
2014-12-31
This book considers an important and largely
neglected area of Islamic law by exploring how
medieval Muslim jurists resolved criminal cases
that could not be proven beyond a doubt, calling
into question a controversial popular notion
about Islamic law today, which is that Islamic
law is a divine legal tradition that has little room
for discretion or doubt, particularly in Islamic
criminal law. Despite its contemporary
popularity, that notion turns out to have been far
outside the mainstream of Islamic law for most
of its history. Instead of rejecting doubt,
medieval Muslim scholars largely embraced it.
In fact, they used doubt to enlarge their own
power and to construct Islamic criminal law
itself. Through examination of legal, historical,
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and theological sources, and a range of
illustrative case studies, this book shows that
Muslim jurists developed a highly sophisticated
and regulated system for dealing with Islam's
unique concept of doubt, which evolved from the
seventh to the sixteenth century.
Selected Proceedings from the 1st
International Conference on Contemporary
Islamic Studies (ICIS 2021) - Nur Nafhatun
Md Shariff 2022
This book collates selective outputs from the 1st
International Conference on Contemporary
Islamic Studies, focusing on interdisciplinary
research that is relevant and timely. One of the
most vital areas for national development in
Malaysia, and other parts of the Muslim world, is
the field of Islamic studies. With a selection of
regional and international contributions, the
volume covers several topics, including Zakat,
Wakaf, Islamic philanthropy, Islamic Turath,
Islamic astronomy, Islamic texts - both ancient
and modern - Halal, the Muslim family, fiqh, and
Islamic finance. Cutting across both academia
and religious practice, the book seeks to
demarcate various aspects within Islamic law
and culture, in the context of the IR 4.0 era. It is
relevant to students and researchers working
within the interdisciplinary landscape of Islamic
studies, from Asia to beyond.
Muslim Civilization - M. Umer Chapra
2015-07-02
"[This is] a subject of such relevance and
importance that one wonders why nobody else
dealt with it in book form before."—Dr. Wilfried
Hofmann Muslim civilization has experienced a
decline during the last five centuries after
previously having undergone a long period of
prosperity and comprehensive development.
This raises a number of questions such as what
factors enable Muslims to become successful
during the earlier centuries of Islam and what
led them to their present weak position. Is Islam
responsible for this decline or are there some
other factors which come into play? M. Umer
Chapra provides an authoritative diagnosis and
prescription to reverse this decline. M. Umer
Chapra is a research advisor at the Islamic
Research and Training Institute of the Islamic
Development Bank, Jeddah, and author of The
Future of Economics and Islam and the
Economic Challenge.
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Intestate Succession - Kenneth Reid 2015
Exploring the rules that apply when a person
dies without leaving a valid will, 'Intestate
Succession' delivers a comparative and historical
review of the relevant law in Europe and beyond,
including an analysis of legal development,
justifications, and reform.
Political Islam - Nazih Ayubi 2003-09-02
Islamic theocracy is now firmly established in
fundamentalist Iran, and waves of
fundamentalism are sweeping the entire Islamic
world, and its diaspora. This book examines the
claim of those Islamists who contend that, as a
belief system and a way of life, Islam carries
with it a theory of politics and the state which
should be applied unquestioningly. Ayubi traces
both the intellectual sources and the socioeconomic bases of Political Islam, arguing that it
is a modern phenomenon, dating back only to
the inter-war period. He describes its major
proponents as urban, educated and relatively
young people, whose energies were mobilised,
but whose expectations were not fulfilled by the
post-independence `populist' regimes in the
Arab World. Islamic movements in six countries
are studied in detail. Ayubi's distinctively broad
definition of politics encompasses innovative
material on sex and the family, and on the
emerging alternative economic and social
networks of Islamic banks, schools, and hospitals
in the countries discussed. Ayubi stresses the
traditional concern in Islam for the collective
enforcement of morals, but argues that there is
no case for the commonly held misconception
that politics begins from theological principles in
the Arab world: the historical connection
between Islam and politics can be explained as
an attempt by the rulers to legitimise their
actions. He suggests that radical Islamists are
reversing this position by subjecting politics to
their specific religious views, so their movement
is in some senses an anti-state one. He
concludes by discussing possible intellectual
responses to fundamentalism, drawing on the
thinking of contemporary Muslim liberals.
The Sociology of Shari’a: Case Studies from
around the World - Adam Possamai 2014-12-04
This edited volume offers a collection of papers
that present a comparative analysis of the
development of Shari’a in countries with Muslim
minorities, such as America, Australia, Germany,
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and Italy, as well as countries with Muslim
majorities, such as Malaysia, Bangladesh,
Turkey, and Tunisia. The Sociology of Shari’a
provides a global analysis of these important
legal transformations and analyzesthe topic from
a sociological perspective. It explores examples
of non-Western countries that have a Muslim
minority in their populations, including South
Africa, China, Singapore, and the Philippines. In
addition, the third part of the book includes case
studies that explore some ground-breaking
theories on the sociology of Shari’a, such as the
application of Black, Chambliss, and Eisenstein’s
sociological perspectives.
Islamic Law - Mashood A. Baderin 2021
Islamic law is one of the major legal systems in
the world today, yet it is often misunderstood,
particularly in the West. This book provides a
critical overview of the theory, scope, and
practice of Islamic law, taking into account both
classical and modern scholarly perspectives in
examining the various facets of this key legal
system.
Indonesian Law - Tim Lindsey 2018-09-06
Indonesia has a growing population of almost
300 million people, it is increasingly involved in
world affairs, and has a booming economy. The
need to better understand its unique, complex,
and often obscure legal system, has become
pressing. This is true across a wide range of
sectors including, but not limited to, trade and
investment, crime and terrorism, and human
rights. Indonesia's democratization after the fall
of Soeharto in 1998 triggered massive social and
political changes that opened up this diverse,
and formerly tightly-controlled, society. Law
reform was a key driver of Indonesia's
transformation and its full effect remains to be
seen. This book offers clear and detailed
explanations of the foundations of Indonesia's
legal system in the context of its legal reform
and rapid development. It offers succinct
commentaries on a wide range of issues,
examining the judicial process, the constitution,
corruption and the court system, contract law,
administrative law, foreign investment, taxation,
Islamic law, and family law. It examines current
substantive law and judicial interpretation and
presents case studies of how the system
operates in practice. Written in an accessible
and engaging style, this book is an essential
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guide for readers seeking quick and clear
answers to questions regarding the law and its
application in Indonesia.
Women and Sharia Law in Northern Indonesia Dina Afrianty 2015-05-01
This book examines the life of women in the
Indonesian province of Aceh, where Islamic law
was introduced in 1999. It outlines how women
have had to face the formalisation of
conservative understandings of sharia law in
regulations and new state institutions over the
last decade or so, how they have responded to
this, forming non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) that have shaped local discourse on
women’s rights, equality and status in Islam, and
how these NGOs have strategised, demanded
reform, and enabled Acehnese women to take
active roles in influencing the processes of
democratisation and Islamisation that are
shaping the province. The book shows that
although the formal introduction of Islamic law
in Aceh has placed restrictions on women’s
freedom, paradoxically it has not prevented
them from engaging in public life. It argues that
the democratisation of Indonesia, which allowed
Islamisation to occur, continues to act as an
important factor shaping Islamisation’s current
trajectory; that the introduction of Islamic law
has motivated women’s NGOs and other
elements of civil society to become more
involved in wider discussions about the future of
sharia in Aceh; and that Indonesia’s recent
decentralisation policy and growing local
Islamism have enabled the emergence of
different religious and local adat practices,
which do not necessarily correspond to overall
national trends.
Islam, Media and Education in the Digital
Era - Atie Rachmiatie 2022-03-10
The proceedings of the Social and Humanities
Research Symposium (SoRes) shares ideas,
either research results or literature review, on
islam, media and education in the digital era.
Some recent issues consists of innovative
education in the digital era, new media and
journalsm, islamic education, human wellbeing,
marketing and fintech in terms of islamic
perspective, economic welfare, law and ethics. It
is expected that the proceedings will give new
insights to the knowledge and practice of social
and humanities research. Therefore, such
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parties involved in social and humanities
research as academics, practitioners, business
leaders, and others will acquire benefits from
the contents of the proceedings.
Rules on Paper, Rules in Practice - Edouard
Al-Dahdah 2016-07-25
The primary focus of this book is on a specific
outcome of the rule of law: the practical
enforcement of laws and policies, and the
determinants of this enforcement, or lack
thereof. Are there significant and persistent
differences in implementation across countries?
Why are some laws and policies more
systematically enforced than others? Are
“good†? laws likely to be enacted, and if not,
what stands in the way? We answer these
questions using a theoretical framework and
detailed empirical data and illustrate with case
studies from Morocco, Tunisia and Jordan. We
believe that the best way to understand the
variation in the drafting and implementation of
laws and policies is to examine the interests and
incentives of those responsible for these tasks †“
policymakers and bureaucrats. If laws and their
enforcement offer concrete benefits to these
ruling elites, they are more likely to be
systematically enforced. If they don't,
implementation is selective, discretionary, if not
nil. Our first contribution is in extending the
application of the concept of the rule of law
beyond its traditional focus on specific
organizations like the courts and the police, to
economic sectors such as customs, taxation and
land inheritance, in a search for a direct causal
relationship with economic development
outcomes. Instead of limiting ourselves to a
particular type of organization or a legalistic
approach to the rule of law, we present a
broader theory of how laws are made and
implemented across different types of sectors
and organizations. Our second contribution is in
demonstrating how powerful interests affect
implementation outcomes. The incentives elites
have to build and support rule-of-law institutions
derive from the distribution of power in society,
which is partly a historical given. The point we
make is that it is not deterministic. Realigning
the incentive structures for reform among key
actors and organizations, through accountability
and competition, can dramatically improve the
chances that rule-of-law institutions will take
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root. On the other hand, building the capacity of
organizations without first changing institutional
incentives is likely to lead to perverse outcomes.
A History of Islamic Law - N. Coulson
2017-07-12
Lawyers, according to Edmund Burke, are bad
historians. He was referring to an unwillingness,
rather than an inaptitude, on the part of early
nineteenth-century English lawyers to concern
themselves with the past: for contemporary
jurisprudence was a pure and isolated science
wherein law appeared as a body of rules, based
upon objective criteria, whose nature and very
existence were independent of considerations of
time and place. Despite the influence of the
historical school of Western jurisprudence,
Burke's observation is generally valid for Middle
East studies. Muslim jurisprudence in its
traditional form provides an extreme example of
a legal science divorced from historical
considerations. Law, in classical Islamic theory,
is the revealed will of God, a divinely ordained
system preceding, and not preceded by, the
Muslim state controlling, but not controlled by,
Muslim society. There can thus be no relativistic
notion of the law itself evolving as an historical
phenomenon closely tied with the progress of
society. The increasing number of nations that
are largely Muslim or have a Muslim head of
state, emphasizes the growing political
importance of the Islamic world, and, as a result,
the desirability of extending and expanding the
understanding and appreciation of their culture
and belief systems. Since history counts for
much among Muslims and what happened in 632
or 656 is still a live issue, a journalistic
familiarity with present conditions is not enough;
there must also be some awareness of how the
past has molded the present. This book is
designed to give the reader a clear picture. But
where there are gaps, obscurities, and
differences of opinion, these are also indicated.
Islamic Economics - Muhammad Abdul Mannan
1970
Land, Law and Islam - Hilary Lim 2013-07-18
In this pioneering work Siraj Sait and Hilary Lim
address Islamic property and land rights,
drawing on a range of socio-historical, classical
and contemporary resources. They address the
significance of Islamic theories of property and
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Islamic land tenure regimes on the 'webs of
tenure' prevalent in the Muslim societies. They
consider the possibility of using Islamic legal
and human rights systems for the development
of inclusive, pro-poor approaches to land rights.
They also focus on Muslim women's rights to
property and inheritance systems. Engaging
with institutions such as the Islamic endowment
(waqf) and principles of Islamic microfinance,
they test the workability of 'authentic' Islamic
proposals. Located in human rights as well as
Islamic debates, this study offers a well
researched and constructive appraisal of
property and land rights in the Muslim world.
Women, the Koran and International Human
Rights Law - Niaz A. Shah 2006
Religion plays a pivotal role in the way women
are treated around the world, socially and
legally. This book discusses three Islamic human
rights approaches: secular, non-compatible,
reconciliatory (compatible), and proposes a
contextual interpretive approach. It is argued
that the current gender discriminatory statutory
Islamic laws in Islamic jurisdictions, based on
the decontextualised interpretation of the Koran,
can be reformed through "Ijtihad": independent
individual reasoning. It is claimed that the
original intention of the Koran was to protect the
rights of women and raise their status in society,
not to relegate them to subordination. This
Koranic intention and spirit may be recaptured
through the proposed contextual interpretation
which in fact means using an Islamic (or insider)
strategy to achieve gender equality in Muslim
states and greater compatibility with
international human rights law. It discusses the
negative impact of the so-called statutory
Islamic laws of Pakistan on the enjoyment of
women's human rights and robustly challenges
their Koranic foundation. While supporting the
international human rights regime, this book
highlights the challenges to its universality:
feminism and cultural relativism. To achieve
universal application, genuine voices from
different cultures and groups must be
accommodated. It is argued that the women's
human rights regime does not cover all issues of
concern to women and has a weak
implementation mechanism. The book argues for
effective implementation procedures to turn
women's human rights into reality.
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Islamic Development Management - Noor
Zahirah Mohd Sidek 2019-07-10
This book examines a range of current issues in
Islamic development management. The first part
of the book explores practical issues in
governance and the application of Islamic
governance in new areas such as quality
management systems and the tourism industry,
while the second delves into questions of
sustainability. The book proposes a new Islamic
sustainability and offers new perspectives on
CSR in connection with waqf (Islamic
endowments) and microfinance. The third part of
the book addresses Islamic values and how they
are applied in entrepreneurship, inheritance,
consumer behavior and marketing. The fourth
part examines the issues of waqf and takaful (a
form of insurance in line with the Islamic laws),
while the fifth discusses the fiqh (the study of
Islamic legal codes) and legal framework from
the perspectives of entrepreneurship, higher
education, reporting and inheritance (wills). The
final chapter is dedicated to the application of
Islamic principles in various other issues.
Written in an accessible style, the book will
appeal to newcomers to the field, as well as
researchers and academics with an interest in
Islamic development management.
Contemporary Islamic Law in Indonesia - Arskal
Salim 2015-02-10
Addressing changes in both the national legal
system of Indonesia and the regional legal
structure in the province of Aceh, this study
focuses on the encounter between diverse
patterns of legal reasoning and the vast array of
issues arising in the wake of
The Failure of Political Islam - Olivier Roy 1994
Olivier Roy demonstrates that Islamic
Fundamentalism of today is still the Third
Worldism of the 1960s: populist politics and
mixed economies of laissez-faire for the rich and
subsidies for the poor. In Roy's striking
formulation, those marching today beneath
Islam's green banners are the same as the 'reds'
of yesterday, with similarly dim prospects of
success. Richly informed, powerfully argued, and
clearly written, this is a book that no one trying
to understand Islamism can afford to overlook.
Islamic International Law - Khaled Ramadan
Bashir 2018-10-26
Through the analysis of Al-Shaybani's most
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prolific work As-Siyar Al Kabier, this book offers
a unique insight into the classic Islamic
perspective on international law. Despite being
recognised as one of the earliest contributors to
the field of international law, there has been
little written, in English, on Al-Shaybani's work;
this book will go some way towards filling the
lacuna. International Islamic Law examines AlShaybani's work alongside that of other leading
scholars such as: Augustine, Gratian, Aquinas,
Vitoria and Grotius, proving a full picture of
early thinking on international law. Individual
chapters provide discussion on Al-Shaybani's
writing in relation to war, peace, the
consequences of war and diplomatic missions.
Khaled Ramadan Bashir uses contemporary
international law vocabulary to enable the
reader to consider Al-Shaybani's writing in a
modern context.This book will be a useful and
unique resource for scholars in the field of
Islamic International Law, bringing together and
translating a number of historical sources to
form one accessible and coherent text. Scholars
researching the historical and jurisprudential
origins of public international law topics, such
as: international humanitarian law, 'just war',
international dispute resolution, asylum and
diplomacy will also find the book to be an
interesting and valuable text.
Indonesian Private International Law - Afifah
Kusumadara 2021-03-25
This book is the leading reference on Indonesian
private international law in English. The
chapters systematically cover the whole of
Indonesian private international law including
commercial matters, family law, succession,
cross-border insolvency, intellectual property,
competition (antitrust), and environmental
disputes. The chapters do not merely cover the
traditional conflict of law areas of jurisdiction,
applicable law (choice of law), and enforcement.
The chapters also look into conflict of law
questions arising in arbitration and assess
Indonesian involvement in the harmonisation of
private international law globally and regionally
within ASEAN. Similarly to the other volumes in
the Studies in Private International Law - Asia
series, this book presents the Indonesian conflict
of laws through a combination of common and
civil law analytical techniques and perspectives,
providing readers worldwide with a more
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profound and comprehensive understanding of
the subject.
Domestic Constraints on South Korean Foreign
Policy - Scott A. Snyder 2018-01-01
These essays support the argument that strong
and effective presidential leadership is the most
important prerequisite for South Korea to
sustain and project its influence abroad. That
leadership should be attentive to the need for
public consensus and should operate within
established legislative mechanisms that ensure
public accountability. The underlying structures
sustaining South Korea’s foreign policy
formation are generally sound; the bigger
challenge is to manage domestic politics in ways
that promote public confidence about the
direction and accountability of presidential
leadership in foreign policy.
A review on the implementation and
administration of Islamic law in Brunei
Darussalam - Mahmud Saedon Awang Othman
2008
Encyclopedia of Women and Islamic Cultures Suad Joseph 2003
Family, Law and Politics, Volume II of the
Encyclopedia of Women & Islamic Cultures,
brings together over 360 entries on women,
family, law, politics, and Islamic cultures around
the world.
Council on Foreign Relations - 2020
Social Institutions and International Human
Rights Law Implementation - Julie Fraser
2020-08-06
Having articulated numerous human rights
norms and standards in international treaties,
the pressing challenge today is their realisation
in States' parties around the world. Domestic
implementation has proven a difficult task for
national authorities as well as international
supervisory bodies. This book examines the
traditional State-centric and legalistic approach
to implementation, critiquing its limited efficacy
in practice and failure to connect with local
cultures. The book therefore explores the
permissibility of other measures of
implementation, and advocates more culturally
sensitive approaches involving social
institutions. Through an interdisciplinary case
study of Islam in Indonesia, the book
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demonstrates the power of social institutions
like religion to promote rights compliant
positions and behaviours. Like the preamble of
the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the book reiterates the role not just of
the State but indeed 'every organ of society' in
realising rights.
Journal of Islamic Law Review - 2007
Islamic Wealth Management - Mohamed Ariff
2017-12-29
From an Islamic perspective, although the
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ownership of wealth is with God, humans are
gifted with wealth to manage it with the
objective of benefiting the human society. Such
guidance means that wealth management is a
process involving the accumulation, generation,
purification, preservation and distribution of
wealth, all to be conducted carefully in
permissible ways. This book is the first to lay out
a coherent framework on how wealth
management should be conducted in compliance
with guiding principles from edicts of a major
world religion.
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